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CHAPTER V

I)R. E. C. Ruioiis' (RA1ur1oN PRoposT..

In 192 1, I1)r. E. C. Rhodes proposed a method
of smoothing 1)ased on the fitting of fourth-degree
parabolas.1 The method is somewhat different from
any other discussed in this book.

The graduation is accomplished as follows:
First, from an examination of the data, decide
upon a certain number of termsfor example, 15.
Then, to the first 1 ç observations fit a fourth-
degree parabola by the method of least squares.
Take the first 8 points on this paral)Ola as the first
8 points of the desired smooth curve. To the second

i observations (points 2 to i6, inclusive) fit a
fourth-degree parabola by the method of least

squares in such a manner that this second parabola
passes through the 8th point of the first parabola
and at that 8th point has the same slope as the
first parabola. Obtain tue 9th point on the smooth

curve from this second parabola. Repeat the op-
eration for each successive point on the smooth

curve until such a ccconditioned parabola has been

fitted to the last iç points of the data. Use the

E. C. Rhodes, SmoothingTracts for Computers, No. 6. Edited
by Karl Pearson, Cambridge IJniversity l'ress, 1921.
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I ast 8 point UI I I I its parahol a as the last pOints
of the smooth curve.

T'his method of fitting can evidently gi v soi
strange results, as may be seen from an exanhjna_
tion of the tables and charts in 1)r. Rhodes' lnom)
graph. The closeness of fit of the gra(Iuatiofl to
the test data is not connected m any simple manS
ner with the number of terms to which the fourth-
degree parabola is fitted. i)ecrcasing the numb
of terms SOrflCtiflics increases and soni de-
creases th goodness (If ht. For example, l)r.
Rhodes presents four graduations which he desig-
nates a 9-point curve, an i i "j)Oint curve, a 1

Oiflt Curve, and a 1 c-point curve. A priori, One
might think that. though the 9-110111 t curve might
not be as smooth as the 13 or the 15, it would lie
closer to the data. Now, tile sum of the squares
of the deviations of the data from the fitted curve
is much greater in the case of the 9-point curve
than in tile case of either the i 3 or tile Ic. For
the 29 observations which arc covered by all four
curves and which he uses as a comparisoji range,
the sum of the Squares (If the dcviation,s of the
data from l)r. Rhodes' smooth curves are: for the

I)r. Rhodes test data are takeii from an article by \V. F'. Shep-pard coot led Grai/,jajn lit' Reth,-f1o,, of l[?aF, Square of Lrror,Journal of the Institute of Actua rics, \ol. 48, p. 178. 'I'he data arerates of infuitjle mortality from causes other than diarrhital dis-eases, for the 42 years from 1870 to 1911, joel usive,
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15-point curVe. 266.0 for the 13-point curve,
262.2; for the 11-point curve, 243.6; and for the
9-point curve, 348.7.1 Tn 1)r. Rhodes' illustration,
the 9-point CUTVC is weirdly erratic, as may be
seen from a glance at 1)iagram III at the end of
his monograph.

Dr. Rhodes fitted curves are smooth when the
correct number of data items arc taken in fitting
his paral)OiaS otherwise strange, sweeping SIflUOSi-
ties are introduced which havc little apparent rela-
tion to the data. For tile 42 observations, the sum
of the squares of the third differences of Rhodes'
9-point curve is 98.2. This compares with ii .7ç
for the I 1-point curve. ç. 8 for the 13-point curve
and i.6i for the I c-point curve. Dr. Rhodes was
not pleased with tile results he obtained by fitting
the 9-point and li-point curves. An examination
of the table in Appendix V of this 1)00k, or Dia-
graIn II in the Appendix to Dr. Rhodes' book, will
suggest the reason why. The sinuosities introduced
have little apparent relation to the data. Dr.
Rhodes 'as pleased with the results of his 13-
and 1 çpoint curves.

In Appendix V are given : I, Rhodes' data; IT,

Rhodes' I c-point curve; III. Rhodes' I 3-point

curve ; IV, Rhodes' 11-point curve ; V, Rhodes'

9-point curve ; VI. Sheppard's graduation ; VII,

1 lUtudes, m't/I/uu/, p. 2 ç.
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Spencer's ic-term graduation; Vii!, a
Henderson graduation with 2.'

Though the figures for the Spencer i ç-terni curve
and the Whittaker-Hen(Icrson curve are given to
two decimals in Appendix V. all the comparis()Ils
which follow arc from calculations based oii
est first decimal places, as l)r. Rhodes' figures con

CHART II

1810 880 '890 '900
140-

'10 -

WHIT IAI'IJR'HENDERSON GRADUATION

OF DR RHODE$ MORTALITY DATA -'00

-90
'880 '890 '900

tam only one deciival. 'Fhic first SX columns of the
table in Appendix V are from 1)r. Rhodes' mono-
graph. Columns VII and VIII were calculated in
the National Bureau of Lconornic Research.
Sheppard's graduation is tiot particularly inter-
esting, though it seems to have been the point of
departure for 1)r. Rhodes' monograph. Spencer's

For the \Vhittaker-Hen1jerson method of graduation sre
(lix VI.

B
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1 c-term toi'iiiula is attractive. 'I'lic amount of labor
involved is, evcn if thc ciuls be cxtrapolatcd, only
a small percentage of that necessary in the case of
the Rhodes' method. The Whittaker-Henderson
graduation gives the best results.

Some comparisons of the Whittaker-Henderson
graduation and the Spencer 1 c-term graduation
with the various results obtained by Dr. Rhodes'
method may be interesting. The table below gives

comja risOnS based upon the mi (l(hle t vcntv-ei gilt
observations and the total forty-two observations.
This classification is ifltrO(hiCCd in order to give
a comparison of the different curves in the middle
region where no extrapolation occurs. as well as
for the whole range. The table consists of three
parts. Part I compares the lack of smoothness of
the various curves; Parts II and III give measures

of their badness of fit.

MEASUREsIENTS ON THE VARIOUS GRAI)tTATIOXS OF
1)11. RI-IODES' TEST DATA.

PART I.

Sums of the Squwes of the Third Differences of Ito Uuiious Curves.

Rhodes' 15-point curve
'' 13 '' ''
'C 11
C'

9
Dr. Sheppard's Graduation
Spencer's 1ç-term formula
Whittaker-Henderson (ii

28 42

Observations Observations
1.10 1.61

3.95 5.58

7 .q 11.75
55.67 98.c2

39.45 4ç.12

1.46 2.42
1.152) .77
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J j I)iUa ji.'iO

nit liout rejird to sign

42
()hcrrvatioiis ( )hrrvati

Rhodes' I c-point curve 6c. i
" 13 " 6c.9 97.3
" ii '' ôi .4 918

9 " 6().9 1C9.7
Dr. Sheppard's Graduation 68.1 99.7
Spencer's i c-term formula 64.0 9.9
\V'nittaker-Henderson (U = . 66.2 96.3

I'ART II!.

Sums of i/ic Sqiwrcs of i/ic i)c'ci;e ci i/ic D(Ii(, f ?/i (Jic Curec.

28 42
Observations Observations

Rhodes' 15-imint curve 2ô1.c9 368.2
13 " " ... 2ç7.77 361.67
11 " 239.24 337.74
9 " " 3J ç.07 488.85

Dr. Sheppard's Graduadon 2 370.5
Spencer's i 5-term formula 2 ço. ç6 3 ç. ci
Whittaker-Henderson (II = 2 2 c6.7o 3 9. 17

There seems no good reason for substituting
such a method as that of I)r. Rhodes for the much
simpler suInmatioi method ii] ustrare(1 by Spen-
cer's 5-terrn formula. WThule the results obtain-
able by the \Yhittaker-H(1ersoI method are dis-
tinctly better than those obtainable by any one
of the other methods l)r. Rhodes cantiot he Criti-
cized for neglecting this method, as it had not been
published at the time he wrote his monograph.

86 TILE SMOOTIL[N; OF 'rIME SERIES
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1)r RhodeS stresses the fact that his curve is a

Oflt1flUOUS curve each part of which may be rep-

resented by a mathematical equation, and that
therefore interpolation or summation may be ex-

actly accomplished. This is not highly important.

Not only the Whittaker-FTCII(lerSofl curve, but

also most good summation formulas give curves so

smooth that parabolic interpolation between the

points iS simple and legitimate. Dr. Rhodes'

method of graduating is not adapted to the elimi-

nation of seasonal fluctuations. It is also decidedly

erratic in its results. Even with the short cuts

Dr. Rhodes introduces, the calculation is laborious.

We did not seriously consider using it in the inter-

est rate and security price study.2

For a short series of data (such as the mortality

figures used by 1)r. Rhodes), which are not af-

fected by seasonal fluctuations, a \'Vhittaker-fIen

derson graduation is ideal.3 irom its very nature

that method of smoothing gives perfect results if

tested by the sum of the squares of the deviations

1 Compare Rhodes, p. 8.
2 The results obtained by l)r. Rhodes' method are slightly affected

by the decision as to which end of the data shall he used as a be-

ginning for operations. The swnmation formulas, and indeed all

other formulas which arc diSCUSSed in this book, give identical results

whether they are worked forward or backward,
Column VIII of Appendix V and Chart It give the results of

applying such a graduation to Dr. ithodes' test data. In this par.

ticular case n = 2. The signihcaflce of this statement will be under-

stood when the immediately following text discussing the Whittaker-

Henderson method of graduation has been read.
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of the data from the graduation and the sum of
the squares of the third differences (if the gradua-

tion itself. When HefldcrSoflS niethod of C011i-

putation is used, the labor nvovcd in fitting to
such a short series is not excessive. The sum of tlie
squares of the 42 deviations of the (lata from the
Whittaker-Henderson curve (with n 7) is

3ç9. 17, which compares with 3() 1.67 for the Rhodes
13-point curve, and 36842 for the Rhodes i ç-
point curve. The sum of the s(]UareS of the third
differences of the Whittaker-Henderson curve it-
self is .1 ç, which compares vit1i I Xi for the
Rhodes I c-point curve, and ç. ç8 for the Rhodes
13-point curve. The Whittaker-Hcnderson method
of graduation is briefly explained in the immedi-
ately following chapter. The actual computation
is outlined in Appendix Vi.




